A software solution for **safe deposit and rental locker systems** that takes over the complete control, administration and monitoring management of your system – platform and system independently.

**Benefits for the users**
- Clearly arranged desktop
- Step by step assistant for complex operational procedures
- Extensive reporting by HTML, PDF and Excel
- User administration, eligibility system included
- Optional program/E-mail trigger at any occasion

**Benefits for the administrators**
- Platform independence
- Simple installation/migration without any dependences
- No third party database required
- Integrated backup feature
- Highly flexible network configuration
- Optional connection to an external active directory/LDAP
- Certification by computer science centres
**SafeNet Easy-Mode**

Locker administration and access control have never worked out so quickly and easily. In the Easy Mode features and settings have been reasonably reduced to the daily requirements. Step by step assistants will lead you through the individual operational procedures – starting with the tenancy all the way to the clearing of an access medium. Meanwhile individual data fields in the Easy Mode can be adapted flexibly when connecting external data interfaces (e.g. OSplus).

**New: The dashboard**

Keep track of the processes in your branch. At a glance the dashboard informs you about inventory changes, locker accesses, settlement and insurance data as well as the recent technical state of your system. Decide which information shall be shown on the screen and in which arrangement.

**24/7 Safe deposit systems**

The connection of 24/7 Safe deposit systems is carried out independently of the manufacturer. We possess not only the software platform SafeNet but also all mechanical and electronic components that are needed in order to modernise and maintain nearly every safe deposit system built in Germany within the last 25 years with recent and long-term available spare parts.

You are planning a new construction, a reconstruction, or modernisation at your branch? Plan together with us.

**Further options and benefits**

SafeNet gets tested and certified consistently by nameable certification centres so that nothing will get in the way of your business office.

Gladly we will answer your questions by E-mail: support@contecon.de